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Editorial 

 
         Gathering articles for the Echo is often a concern especially when the 
scheduled publishing date draws near. This winter’s edition was certainly no 
exception. A week or so ago, the shortage was such that an emergency option 
was necessary. In the circumstances what finer option could there possibly be 
than to return to Mr Pavey’s notes on the village. His recollections of The      
Axminster Omnibus proved to be on the right road. Even though the event     
described was not a personal experience, it provides a powerful evocation of 
what once was – of Mr Pickwick, Sam Weller and of Christmas at Dingley 
Dell. However, romantic as those days might seem, rose-tinted spectacles 
would be essential for modern readers. 
        Another late item was Ingrid’s very personal recall of rogue lorries  crash-
ing around  in the Street - a not infrequent occurrence in the village in the pre 
by-pass days. But I am delighted that it was late. When in village   history has 
there been such a dramatic account of a near disaster by the actual victim?  
Thank you Ingrid; your recall of that day is a perfect example of what is want-
ed. 
          The other submission published today is Janet Solway’s Norah and Me. It 
is my very great regret that her verse was not published in the previous issue of 
the Echo. I had promised Janet that it would appear in the issue, and it           
certainly would have but for the need to juggle articles to fit the spaces.  It is 
too late now, Janet passed away in December after a long illness. I have          
expressed our deepest sympathies to sister Elise and the family. She was an   
exceptional  lady. 

 

       
 
         The Editor 
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Tales from the Forge  No 4 

 
 August Bank holiday 1913. John Childs, twelve years old, is preparing to 
sharpen and reset the cutting blades of Mr Holly’s ancient lawnmower. He is 
muttering to himself, just out of earshot of his father Alf.  “It ‘bain’t fair, ‘ow 
can I do all this work an’ get ready for the parade ‘sarter noon? T’other boys 
go’in a fishin’ without ‘avin’ to work like me”. 

The mower is set up on a bench and he reluctantly attaches a              
winding handle especially made by Alf to rotate the blades without having to 
push the mower. He applies grinding paste to the blades and furiously rotates 
the driving wheel which promptly jams. “Blast the dratted thing” he hissed. 
“That’s enough of that there talk, lad. More ‘aste less speed , I always sez. 
Loosen the set screw like I showed ‘ee”. 

Alf is determined to delegate what he regards as semi-skilled tasks to his 
two sons John and Harry. His guiding principle in business life is a fair day’s 
work for a fair day’s pay, but this does not apply to John and Harry. Indeed, 
Harry is already showing signs of rebellion, even at the tender age of ten. They 
both receive pocket money on completion of certain set tasks, but slipshod work 
goes unrewarded. “And don’t ferget. Thicky mower baint  sharpened proper til 
‘ee can shred an old newspaper into nice clean cut-strips”. Old    copies of the 
Times were deemed to be a fair test of sharpness for a well honed cutter. The 
same test was used for scissors and garden shears. 

Henry Childs, aged 67 now enters the workshop with his grandson Har-
ry, a dark and good looking lad . Harry clasps two enormous cymbals to his 
chest. They are essential equipment for the Boy Scouts Band and in need of  
repair, which is usually the case before a performance. What Harry lacks in  
musical appreciation is more than balanced by the intense passion always   
welling behind his dark features. Indeed if there is one instrument of             
percussion ideally suited to create an awesome and sometimes ill-timed        
outburst, look no further than the cymbals. To say that Harry played the      
cymbals in the band is a misnomer. Rather, he detonated them, with such      
explosive violence that the handles invariably surrendered after a march down         
Charmouth  Street. 

On these occasions grandfather Henry was usually in attendance to    
render first aid to both the musician and his instrument. Indeed, he was one of 
the few first-aid men on record to be equipped with two hammers and a copper 
rivet. 

Watching Alf at work is his cousin Ted Childs, on a visit from         
Evershot, a small village a few miles north of Beaminster. He is dressed in his 
‘holiday clothes’ which reek of moth balls as he has had very few holidays and 
Ted is  not  a strong man.    He   has   problems   with   his   back  and  is   very 
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round shouldered, but he loves the company he finds at the forge which he   
visits once or twice a year. 

“Marnin’ Alf -’Enry - you boys. What be makin’ of Alf?’ enquires 
Ted. “Doesn’t know ‘tis a ‘oliday.” Alf is none to pleased at the size of the 
gathering . Angrily, John grinds away at the mower. “Don‘t make no            
diff’rence to ee - only time you know it is a ‘olerday is when ‘ee puts ‘is bowler 
‘at on”. He slurps a generous dollop of grinding paste on the mower blades and 
splatters Henry’s clean shirt. “Drat the boy. Now zee what you done. That were 
clean on s’marnin’. an’ ‘ad to last oi a week.” he fumes at John. John stoutly 
defends himself ;“You shouldn‘t ‘ave been standing there. Twern’t my fault” 

.Alf is losing his patience. “Don’t you speak to your grandad like that, 
an’ stop wastin’ good grindin’ paste. Now lets get on with our work shall us. I 
gotter get these ‘yer brackets done by dinner time ‘an ‘ang ‘em on the swings 
down the playin’ fields. You can give me an ‘and when I be ready John.” He 
flicks a cigarette stub on the ground. John grinds away and strips of paper    
festoon the bench. He wipes the blades and tries again. All is well and he lowers 
the mower  from the bench, placing it on the floor. “Tis done. So be off now to 
‘ave a wash”. 

“I’ll call for ‘ee  when I’m ready, so don’t wander off boy. We got a job 
to do later.” Alf hammers away at his brackets. Henry moves to the bench with 
Harry and the cymbals. “Now lets zee what oi can do for ee. Look, ‘tis all broke 
up. Need a couple of washers to set the rivet in. Just the job for an old coachin’ 
smith like me”.They rummage in various boxes . Henry selects a punch and in 
no time the cymbal is repaired. “Lets ‘ave a look at t’other one then. Ee don’t 
look too bad s’far as oi do ‘zee. Us’ll ‘gee ‘im a tap or two to be on the zave 
zide…    Did oi ever tell ‘ee ‘bout your uncle Zam? Ee were a rare one, ee were. 
Lived down Yetminster way wi’ is  two sisters Polly ‘an Dolly. All gone on 
now I ‘spose...”  ‘“Were ‘ee  mee great uncle,  grandad? I don’t want to ‘eer 
‘bout dead people. Oi ‘as ‘nuff trouble with live ones”, says Harry. “Can’t zee 
why you’re always goin’ on ‘bout what’s gone for ever”. “Cause ‘tis proper that 
you knows about family, an’ even more proper ‘cause I do zay zo…    There, 
that should zee the day out”. Harry inspects the finished job and gives the   
cymbals a mighty clash. “Thanks grandad. Look dad. Zee what grandad ‘ave 
done.” Alf grunts. His  carelessly thrown cigarette end now starts to  smolder 
among the paper strips throw on the floor by Henry; paper strips soaked with 
paraffin. Suddenly a wall of flame erupts over the floor. Harry is startled. “Send 
for the fire brigade. Fire, fire” he shouts. 

Alf knows that if news of  this fire gets out his life will be a   misery. It 
may be remembered  that  in  those  days  the  forge  was also the store for the 
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ladders and hoses of the Charmouth brigade’s equipment and that Alf was the  
unofficial chief fire officer. Very few serious fires occur in the village and for 
one to break out in the fire station would not be forgotten in twenty years. 

“We are the fire brigade, you addle brained boy. Throw us thicky ole 
‘orse blanket ‘anging on the wall. Quick now, thare’s no time to lose” Harry 
obliges and Alf throws it on the floor over the flames, stamping as he goes. 
“Now get a bucket of water”. He thinks that the flames are out under the   blan-
ket, but getting stronger around the edges. He drags the blanket over and carries 
on stamping until Harry returns with about half a bucket of water  which at his 
tender age, is all he can carry. He throws his water in the middle of the blanket, 
drenching Alf and doing nothing to extinguish the flames which are spreading 
fast. “Ted. Fix the hose in the yard and turn on the tap sharpish”, shouts AIf “As 
for you Harry, go indoors and get John afore us ‘ave a real vire on our ‘ands”.  
A stream of water begins to flow from a hose buried under a pile of wood. With 
a mighty heave, Alf frees the end of the hose which bursts into life, drenching 
Ted as he returns from the yard. “Gotta ‘ave your little joke Alf. ‘Tis a vine 
thing when the chief vireman sets the vire station alight”. Alerted by Harry’s 
excited cries, his elder sisters Kate ,and Doris, and his mother Ruth, arrive from 
the house to view the scene. Together, after a great deal of confusion they get 
the fire under control so that the  remaining patches of flame can be doused by 
the hose and the fire extinguished. 

“Oi think we done  a good professional job on that little vire” says Alf, 
doing his best to play down the incident. “Cor, oi don’t call that a little vire. It 
were ‘ard enough to put out” pipes up Harry. Alf ignores him. “So thank you all 
for your ‘elp an’ we can all get on with our work.. The ladies can go back inside 
the ‘ouse. John and Harry can sweep up the mess an’ I’ll mind the brackets. 
Dad can give me a ‘and with the swings when I be ready. Zo let’s all forget it 
ever ‘appened an I’ll gee’ ‘ee all a free ride on the swings an’     roundabouts 
‘sarternoon”. 

John and Harry start to sweep up a mixture of sawdust, water, and    
paper  which they attempt to shovel into a sack with little success. This extra 
work was not anticipated and is resented. “John says we ought to ‘ave more 
pocket money for doin’ this lot” says Harry. “It’s not our fault it all caught on 
vire”. AIf pauses at his hammering. “The way I see’s it is this. What you might 
get is one thing. What you most surely will get if you don’t shut up is an      
entirely different matter. So get on  w’ it. Sweep it all into a big ‘eep so us can 
keep an eye on it”. 



The boys sulkily sweep up, thinking hard on how they can get away. 
“Oi told ‘ee not to say nufin”. “Ee be upset now” mutters John. Us’ll never git 
off.”  Harry stops sweeping as his attention is caught by a twisted piece of metal 
half buried between the very old floor tiles. He stoops forward and         extracts 
the metal and examines it. “Gi’e it yer” says John. He looks at it   carefully and 
pockets it. “Tis mine. I seed it vast. Gee it back” Shouts Harry. “I’ll look ‘arter 
it for ‘ee ‘Arry. You might lose it”. 

Just at the point when a fight appears inevitable, their mother Ruth ar-
rives to drag them off for a scrubbing. Alf is relieved to see the back of them 
and finishes his work on the brackets which he cools in the water trough and 
then stows them in a tool box. He calls up the passage to his father but it is his 
son John who appears. “Can you tell us what this is dad? He produces the piece 
of metal found by his younger brother. “Looks like a soldiers cap badge . Must 
‘ave been dropped by someone who brought an ‘orse in fer shoein. Is that what 
he found?”. John nods. “Could ‘ave been in the ground fer years. Give it back 
to Harry, ‘ee vound it. Polish up nice that will. I spec some solger got  into a lot 
of trouble when ee he lost it. Tell ‘Arry to soak it in viniger for a couple of 
days. That’ll bring ‘im up vine. Come on then, ‘tis time we was off to the  play-
ing fields.” 

After a lot of sweat, a little blood, but happily no tears, the swings were 
assembled and well-tested by John and Harry. They were eventually    pro-
nounced to be satisfactory, and at two thirty sharp, at the top of The Street the 
parade with bands and fancy dress set off down the hill. Alf was in his bowler 
hat so everyone knew it was definitely a holiday. 

The badge, as unearthed by Harry and illustrated below, was awarded 
as the official battle honour for the heroic defence of Gibraltar. It was     
authorized in 1807 and worn by the 1st and 2nd battalions of the Dorsetshire 
Regiment. 

 
        Peter Childs 
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A Short History of the Dorsetshire Regiment (Part 1). 

 
Winning Their First Battle Honour (In which Rain Stopped Play) 

 
The 39th Regiment of Foot, traditionally known as “The Dorsetshire 

Regiment’ was raised by Colonel Richard Coote in 1702. Col. Coote’s family 
owned estates in Ireland, but 1755 found the regiment sweating in India under 
the command of that well known empire builder “Clive of India”. Rather     
ambitious orders were issued for them to “remove pirates from around Bombay 
and then expel the French from the sub continent”. The size of this horrendous 
task did not  dismay them apparently, but to be realistic they had but a slender 
chance of ever seeing the green and pleasant pastures of Ireland or Dorset 
again. Although under the command of Clive, they were equipped and paid 
(though not very regularly) by the King, but paid up or not, they were about to 
earn their keep. 
           There was always a crisis brewing somewhere in India. In 1756 it was 
Calcutta, A noted troublemaker Nawab Suraj-ud-Dowla took it into his head to 
throw out the foreigners from his city and lock up the small British garrison in 
the local jail. Unfortunately the accommodation provided was such that a wave 
of revulsion swept over Britain when it was learned that around one hundred 
and fifty British men had suffocated. The “Black Hole of Calcutta” as the     
infamous event came to be known, must be avenged at all costs. 
 Forward march our gallant officers and men of the Dorsetshire         Reg-
iment with Colonel Clive and about 3000 loyal sepoy troops. Arriving in high 
spirits in early June 1757 at the beginning of the monsoon season they easily 
retook Calcutta.  Long and intricate negotiations with the Nawab and his allies 
followed. The disparity between the opposing forces was great; Clive, with the 
sepoys and the 900 Dorsets, could muster around four thousand men, against 
the Nawab’s 50,000 and 53 heavy guns. Such odds could only be     reduced by 
bribery, and by sowing the seeds of treachery and intrigue, in the enemy   alli-
ance.  These were pursuits at which Clive excelled.  Shall  we say it  
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was the perfectly acceptable face of imperialism at that time! Clive’s instincts 
were all against a battle until his spies had gathered more intelligence on the 
Nawab’s intention. 
 Only a small river by the village of Plassey separated the opposing 
forces, and behind this river was the entrenched army of the Nawab            
Suraj-ud-Dowla with his 53 heavy cannons. Clive, still undecided about an  
attack, called for a council of war among his officers. The majority view was 
not to attack then, but after listening to the soldierly advice of Major Eyre Coote 
of the Dorsets, with whom he was much impressed, he decided to close with the 
enemy, crossing the river and bivouacking near the village early on the 23rd  
June … 
 Meanwhile the enemy had massed his army on three sides, almost     
enclosing Clive’s little force. The French gunners on the right wing opened fire 
and as Clive returned shot, he was subjected to  converging fire from 50 heavy 

guns. For several hours the une-
qual battle was  maintained when 
Lady Luck intervened and heavy 
monsoon rain silenced the enemy 
guns. The British, being           
well-trained, covered their guns 
but the enemy took no such      
precaution. Thinking that the  
British guns were as useless as his 
own, Mir (prince) Mudin, the only 
loyal  general of the Nawab’s ar-
my launched a  disastrous    caval-
ry charge. Sadly, at least for him, 
his gallantry cost him his  cavalry 
and his life. On the advice of 
treacherous allies, including Mir    
Jager    (whom    Clive  

 

 

 
Recruits dressed in white drill 

order. When fully trained they 

would wear red tunics.     
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had secretly been grooming nominally to take over the city from the Nawab) the 
massed troops returned to their entrenchments. This was a bad move, as Clive’s 
naval cannons, still dry and efficient, set about destroying the Nawab’s army at 
close range. The rank and file in the Nawab’s trenches, seeing      themselves 
being blown to pieces, and unaware of the treachery within their leadership, 
rallied, and surged towards the British in a hopeless but   nevertheless heroic 
and furious attack. For a time Clive and Major Coote were hard pressed, but 
cool generalship against an undisciplined enemy won the day. 
        Against overwhelming odds, the Dorset Regiment under the leadership of 
Eyre Coote did the business. The cost of their great victory was but 23 killed 
and 49 wounded. 
       This victory was vital to our future in India. With one stroke, it brought the 
provinces of Bengal, Bihar, and Orisa under British control. Because of the 
regiment’s gallant conduct, all future regimental badges (as seen on page 7) 
were emblazoned with the proud words “Primus in Indus”. After a period of       
consolidation, Clive, who drove himself very hard, returned to England for rest 
and recuperation. He had become a relatively rich man and now considered the 
possibilities of a political career. This venture was not a success. Now rich,  
returning “Nabobs” from India were not popular among the political classes in 
England. 
 He was, however badly missed in India which was once again becoming    
ungovernable. Returning in 1765 with two newly raised king’s regiments, he set 
about creating some order among the warring princes. One of the new           
regiments was the 54th of Foot, which was later to become the second battalion 
of the Dorsetshire Regiment. Major Eyre Coote who remained in India, was 
promoted to colonel, eventually becoming commander-in-chief in India (1797) 
           Gibraltar, the gateway to the Mediterranean, was one of the most       
formidably fortified giant rocks in the world. From medieval times it had been 
fought over and besieged constantly. It was annexed by allied British and Dutch 
forces during the war of the Spanish Succession after a three-day siege 
(possibly the 13th siege) on 24th July 1704. To make it appear respectable, the 
capture was said to be in the interests of Charles, Archduke of Austria.       
However, acting entirely on his own authority and typical of those             glory
-seeking times, it was claimed for the British by Admiral Sir George Rooke, in 
the name of Queen Anne. When told of her new “Des Res”, no doubt her first 
question was “What is it?” and then  “Where is it? Few would know that it was 
a giant rock three miles long and less than one mile across at its broadest.  
 It was also filled with huge caves with enormous stalactites; but for an     
empire building  nation  such as Britain, looking for a cheap impregnable  base  
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with unlimited storage and docking facilities, it was of enormous strategic     
importance. 
         Later in the century, the Spanish made a few feeble attempts to recover 
possession of Gibraltar, but their glory days were more or less over. They had 
to wait until the American War of Independence when British resources on the 
Rock, weakened by the withdrawal of troops, namely the 54th of Foot        Reg-
iment, to fight in America.  The Spanish then mounted a series of attacks that 
started in July 1779 and continued for four years. The garrison, which was 
made up of the remnants of the 54th and many other small units, held out    
magnificently, with as many soldiers and civilians dying of malnutrition as 
were killed by the guns of the Spanish. Certainly it was one of the greatest sieg-
es in history, recorded as a battle honour on the “Dorset’s” flag. Eventually on 
6th February 1783, the gallant Commander of Gibraltar, Sir George Elliot (later 
to become Lord Heathfield) was informed that a peace treaty was in preparation 
and the siege was abandoned. Later it was agreed that a fair result should be 
recorded as Britain 1 Spain 0. 
  As late as 1802, the 54thof Foot were still hard at work at Gibraltar         
subduing mutineers and earning the praise of the Duke of Kent for their ‘steady   
discipline and distinguished good conduct’.  
          Peter Childs 
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Norah and Me 
 
         I must go down to the sea again 

To the lonely sky and the sea  
And Norah, a girl when I was a girl 

Will be coming along with me. 
 

We’ll go in the car and sit on the prom  
 To avoid getting caught in a storm 

We’ll wear our fur coats and wrap up in rugs 
And keep quite incredibly warm. 

 
And while we sit and admire the view 

We’ll sip the sup of good cheer 
From this very small flask I happen to have 

For medicinal purposes dear. 
 

My goodness me, did you ever see 
A sunset so truly sublime? 

And if you switch on the radio, dear  
It’s Gardener’s Question Time. 

 
Remember the days of midsummer haze 

We never once paused on the brink 
     But galloped right in for a pre-breakfast swim 

It gives me goose pimples to think. 
 

And though I reflect, yet another year on, 
The restrictions of age are a curse 

The girls who were girls when I was a girl 
Are mostly a * * * sight worse. 

 
        Janet Solway 
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    The Axminster Omnibus                

 

            The Axminster bus was started by a man named Wilson who lived in 
Luttrell House who was formerly a grocer living opposite in Charmouth House. 
His horses were originally kept in the stables on the right of Higher Sea Lane, 
(Hollybank and behind) and consisted of a large and a small horse. He sold the 
bus to William (son of George) Holly – agent for the London & South Western 
Railway Co., who had left Bayville and gone to Wisteria where there was     
accommodation for two buses and stabling for six horses. This took place in the 
early 1880s. 
             The bus used to leave Wisteria daily just before 9am then drive to the 
mill where it turned and started on its way back up the hill. In doing so, it took 
on board parcels and passengers, arriving at Axminster in time for the London 
train from Exeter at 10.15. It then waited in Axminster for the 10.40 train from 
Waterloo, and reached Charmouth at about 3.30 - 3.45. 
              Mr Holly and his son William drove the bus for many years, whilst his 
younger son John often rode the leading horse, which went to the top of    
Greenway Head, when summer traffic called for assistance. John also stood on 
the step at the back of the bus and blew the horn.  
             Later, the driver was Joe Taylor, who had lost his arm in a thrashing 
machine. Joe drove with great skill, holding the reins and manipulating the 
brake with his left hand. He also lifted heavy luggage onto the roof                
single-handed. His son often drove a luggage wagon when the bus was full. If 
there were more passengers than the bus would hold, Holly also ran a          
wagonette. The lower part of the bus was painted buff, the upper part black. The 
seating accommodation was as follows: - Outside.1st Row, the driver and two           
passengers. 2nd row four passengers. For the summer season only, a third row, 
portable and bolted, was fixed for four passengers. Inside: three passengers  
either side. Waterproof capes for wet weather were strapped to the backs of the 
seats to cover the knees, and steps were provided for the use of the ladies. Fares 
to and from Axminster were 1/6d outside and 2/- inside. Through fares: -     
London and Charmouth 1st Class 31/-, 2nd Class 23/-, 3rd 13/-. 
          The photograph was taken in 1896 just after Sunnyside had been built, 
after the fire had destroyed the old bakery and the adjacent cottages. Visitors 
can be seen leaving on the bus which was driven by William Holly junior.    
Standing on the pavement seeing them off are Mr J.W. Harrison (2nd on the 
left), Mr C.R.L. Fletcher, Miss Ada Hillman and the Misses Hutchinson.      
Behind are Mrs Coles and Miss Dare. Mr Farrant, the assistant baker, is in the 
doorway; Mrs Taylor with the cart is behind the boy on the right. 
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         Of the assembled group, Mr Harrison came to Charmouth in 1899 and 
lived in Littlehurst.  Many of the earliest photographs of the village were taken 
by him.  Mr Fletcher was a don at Magdalen College, Oxford, and was a      
frequent visitor to Charmouth in the 1890s. His were the first bathing tents on 
the beach. Miss Hillman lived at Portland Cottage and the Misses Hutchinson at 
Luttrell House. 
  In 1899 Holly sold his business to Mrs Pagan of the Coach and Horses 
and in November 1904 it past to Robert Morgan of Charmouth, who          
maintained the route until it ceased in 1911. 
              
                    R.W.J.Pavey 
 
 
 

The Axminster Bus outside Sunnyside in 1896 soon after it was       

rebuilt. 
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 Great Fires of Charmouth     

 
          5,000 or so years ago, the inhabitants in what is now Britain became   
interested in farming rather than chasing animals and eating berries. They gave 
up their nomadic existence and settled in locations where they could grow 
crops, tend animals and store food for the winter. In doing so they had to     
create  permanent shelter and to live in the company of other like-minded    
people who saw this as a means of mutual  protection. It was really quite  basic 
- food, shelter and security. These early “settlers” had to depend totally on the 
materials at hand.  
         In this respect the area around what is now Charmouth, with chert and 
flint strewn everywhere, as was clay and timber – the Marshwood Vale being 
forested until late medieval times - was well provided with potential building 
materials. Another blessing was the availability of limestone from the beach - 
the source of both building stone and mortar. There was always straw for 
thatch. In earliest times, their shelters would have been simple, round, thatched 
huts but with the passage of time homes would have developed into simple 
structures of crude masonry walls and thatched roofs.  

 

 

This is the block that was gutted in 1864 
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 The oldest buildings still standing in Charmouth date to the late 1400s to 
early 1500s.  they are far grander than the simpler dwellings that once formed 
the village. The nearest example of what once existed are Firlands   cottages 
and the Old New Inn, better known as the Wander Inn – the latter no longer 
stands. These buildings were simple structures, with exterior stone and interior 
cob walls. In the Wander Inn the roof timbers were of split saplings; the  ceiling 
joists, rafters and purlins still had the bark on them. There was one common 
factor with all the buildings of the past – and that was that they were highly 
inflammable. This was the historic problem. 
 There is hardly a page of R.J.W.Pavey’s notes on the village without a   
reference to a fire on a property. If one were to follow the old gentleman’s       
footsteps starting at the top of the village it will give a grand tour of the Great 
Fires of Charmouth. The first of the recorded blazes was at the Poor House in 
1820 when a  thunderbolt came through the roof burning the place down. No 
one was hurt and the inmates were transferred to the Shoe & Stocking next to 
the Court. On Old Lyme Road, Silver Cottage was rebuilt on a site of another 
fire. One of the more spectacular blazes was in 1885 with the destruction of the 
inn opposite Old Lyme Road that was rebuilt as the New Commercial Inn. It 
was closed in 1976.  

 

The Mail Coach Inn  prior to 1892  
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 There used to be a baker’s shop below Askew House, that burnt down in 
the 1880s, on the site that became a grocer’s shop and post office,  now known 
as Melville House.  Yet another fire behind Foxley farm destroyed a barn and 
other buildings, one of which was believed to have been the home of Isaac 
Hunter. Waverley House now stands at the entrance to the property.  
 Mr. Pavey also tells of a Charmouth House Hotel fire in the 18th        
century. He assumes that it had been at the western end of the building, the sta-
bles He was absolutely right! During the recent alterations to the old inn, the 
interior of the building was stripped down to the original woodwork. It was a 
source of real excitement to find charred remains of the original rafters         
embedded in the stonework that had been covered with plaster for over two 
centuries.  
 In the field below the inn, somewhere near the War Memorial, a man 
named Love had a slaughterhouse. Two of his “friends”, Messrs Fippen & 
Cooke set light to it as a November 5th caper. Their defence was that it was an 
old building and didn’t think it would matter. Fippen turned for the            pros-
ecution and Cooke went to jail. 
 
 

 

The Lyme Regis Fire Engine (Late 18th Century)  
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  In the progress downhill the list of fires continues. Hazzard’s shop once 
stood opposite The Royal Oak .He lost two properties on the site. The only   
evidence now is marked by the gap at the entrance to the car park between Peria 
and The Shoe & Stocking. Other names of people whose homes were burnt out 
include the Gollops, Pigeons, Bulls, Crabbes and Gorges. Locating these sites is 
a problem in that the censuses do not give the addresses of    families, only their 
names. The number in a column next to the family name is the census          
enumerator’s numbering system; it starts at the mill and works its way uphill. 
Mr. Pavey knew where they all lived as did the people of the  village at that 
time.  Another problem was that the naming of properties was not customary 
until later in the 19th century. Locating addresses of the past was, and still is,  
compounded by the trend to change house names. 
 There were many more blazes:  at the bottom of the Street, the old Coast 
Guard Cottages, now referred to as the Mill View, were built in the 1860s on a 
site where 16th century dwellings had been burnt down in 1851. Of interest, this  
was  where  Stephen Wimbury   had  lived.   (He  was   the   man   whose wife  
 

 

The Centre of Charmouth Before the Fire of 1894 

This photo was taken from the centre of the village looking east.  

The Queens Armes is the building at the centre right. 

Barrs Lane is on the left and Lower Sea Lane is on the right 
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hid his trousers so that he would not be able to help King Charles 11 to escape 
to France following his defeat at the Battle of Worcester). On the other side of 
the road at Firlands, Roy Aldworth discovered burnt timbers and cob walls in 
his cottage whilst decorating. The list continues… 
        The two more spectacular conflagrations are so, because they were so well 
reported. The first is perfectly described in a report from the Dorset County 
Chronicle dated 2nd June 1864 and describes events that took place at the houses 
between The Village Store and Stanley House. ((If you stand at the Pot Shop, 
next to the Coach and Horses, and face north you will know where it took 
place). It follows; 
 
Dorset County Chronicle                                                         2nd June 1864 
 
Destructive Fire – on Saturday evening and the whole of Sunday last, this   
village was   kept in a state of excitement in consequence of a most alarming 
fire that destroyed four houses belonging to three different persons – namely 
Mr Giles Pryer, mason; one to Mr John Carter, grocer, etc, Post Office, and 
two to Mr T. Swaffield, yeoman, Wootton Fitzpaine, inhabited by Mr R.Wild, 
tailor, and Mr Samuel Byles. The fire broke out first in the roof near the     
chimney of Mr Pryer’s house about ten o’clock on Saturday night. The West of 
England fire engine from Lyme Regis was procured as quickly as possible and 
by taking off the thatch and using every means, the fire seemed quite                  
extinguished and all danger past and the engine sent back to Lyme by 12 
o’clock.  But unfortunately the danger was not over, for on Sunday morning 
between eight and nine o’clock the breeze freshened up and the fire, before  
unobserved, burst forth anew and raged most furiously until the whole four 
houses were burnt to the ground. Immediately on the fire breaking out on    
Sunday morning, the engine was again sent for from Lyme, but by the time it 
arrived it was quite useless so far as regarded saving the houses as they were 
all nearly burnt down. A large concourse of people were present and every  
effort to extinguish the flames were used but to no purpose. Nearly the whole of 
the inhabitants of the place were on the spot and worked most nobly   carrying 
water and rendering other assistance, both men and women, ladies and       
gentlemen – the ladies especially, some whom were seen carrying water, and 
others giving tea, coffee and refreshments to those engaged in working. Such 
confusion continued that it was late in the afternoon before the fire could be got 
under, and the houses burnt down. Fears were also entertained that the houses 
near at hand would be caught by the flames, but by taking the thatch off part of 
Mr Ryall’s house and throwing water over the Coach and Horses Hotel this 
was prevented.  
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 We are happy to find that nearly all the sufferers were insured,          
although in some instances much under value. Three of the houses were 
thatched, and it is certainly a great pity that there should exist thatched houses 
in crowded villages and towns. People in such houses everywhere should     
always take the precaution to insure them and their goods, otherwise they may 
lose all, and in many cases ruined. Of course there was no service at the parish 
church either in the morning or the afternoon, for both ministers and people 
had joined in rendering assistance to stay the raging element; but there was an 
evening service at 6 o’clock, at which thanks were returned to Almighty God for 
preventing the calamity for spreading further. A great   number of people    
visited Charmouth that day, including a great number from Lyme Regis. 
 
  This account is interesting in many respects, the first being that a     
number of prominent persons, especially Giles Pryer were in attendance. (He 
was probably responsible for the fire in the first place). The other point is the 
description of the fire fighting procedures of that date - simply a bucket and 
chain method. (With some of the ladies actually seen carrying water). It seems 
wherever possible the thatch was simply raked off, or men were sent up onto 
the roofs of adjacent buildings to soak the thatch with buckets of water. There is 
a well-known story that the two men, who were sent to the roof of the Mail 
Coach Inn opposite, did not like one another. It is said that they spent their time, 
in full view of the anxious crowd throwing buckets of water over one  another. 
By far the most interesting historical occasion of this event was the arrival of 
the Lyme Fire Engine, the first ever mention of a fire-fighting  machine in   
village history. Destructive fires continued for another fifty years before a   
mention of a need for fire prevention was introduced in the Parish Proceedings. 
          In spite of the devastating effect of the frequency of fires in the village, 
the attitude to such events seems to be one of an acceptance of the inevitable – a 
fact of life. This was obviously the case if you consider the length of time that 
was to elapse before the villagers were prepared to do anything about fire    
precautions. There seems to be a peculiarly English reaction to events of an 
earlier date - when animals are affected. An example of the attitudes that      
prevailed can be measured by the reaction to an event that occurred on the other 
side of the road to the fire of 1864 at the Mail Coach Inn, latterly known as the 
Coach and Horses.  
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 The Taunton Courier                                             April 4
th

 1827 
 
On Tuesday night, a fire was discovered in an extensive range of stables      
belonging to the Mail Coach Inn, Charmouth near Lyme, which threatened the 
most dreadful consequences to those houses situated to the eastward to the sce-
ne of the conflagration. The flames were first perceived by a servant of        S. 
Atkinson Esq.  He  gave  the  alarm  to  the  present temporary occupier of the 
adjoining house James Paulin Esq., who was most credibly active in          haz-
arding his life to arrest the progress of the fire. No exertion could save the inte-
rior of the building where the fire commenced, being at that time (independently 
of its own combustible materials) the repository of new deals, scaffolding &tc. 
The workshop of a saddler, with valuable stock, and the dairy etc. of Mr Atkin-
son, were reduced to ruins. We regret to add that two valuable horses were so 
dreadfully injured in Mr Foss’s stable, (the landlord of the Mail Coach Inn) 
that one was shot from motives of humanity on the   following  morning, and the 
other is in very bad condition. 
 
       Perhaps the greatest fire in village history broke out in a baker’s shop right 
in the centre of the village. On the north side of the Street just to the east of 
Barr’s Lane there once stood two cottages, one where the present post office is 
situated, and next door was,  “a pleasant little baker’s shop with thatch roof, 
bake-house and sheds” This was Frank Coles’ shop where his wife and her   
sister ran the shop while Frank did the deliveries. 
      One Sunday afternoon in 1894 a fire broke out in Frank Coles’ bake-house, 
and in spite of the efforts of a quickly formed bucket chain, the cottages were 
burnt to the ground. The extent of the fire, in modern terms, spread from the 
east corner of Barr’s Lane – the post office - down hill to the recently          
completed houses that were built on the site of the Wander Inn. No one was 
hurt. 
      The fire afforded Frank Coles an opportunity to develop the site that was to 
include a new baker’s shop. He began almost immediately. His dream was to 
build a hotel that would be the grandest structure in the village. It was an     
ambitious project, his hope being that it would attract great numbers of visitors 
to Charmouth, but sadly this was not the case. Mrs Coles soon after, had it     
converted it into a lodging house, with several suites. The hotel was originally 
named “Sunnyside”, but it was converted into flats during WW11 and renamed 
“Devonedge” The building still stands of course, and is still flats; Frank Coles’ 
little baker’s shop is now Pattimore’s the butcher. 
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       The present Arcade that includes the post office, the estate agents and  
Morgan’s was built in the early thirties. From the date of the fire, over forty 
years were to elapse before the shops were built. A row of trees stood on the 
area and was not felled until the death of the owner Harry (Pussey) Pryer in 
1931. 
       There is a record of a tragedy in the village, a death as a result of a house 
fire. It was most likely to have been halfway up the Street, nearly a hundred and 
fifty years ago. This event was reported in this sad little entry in the Dorset 
Chronicle: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

               

  

 Devonedge in 1998     
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Dorset County Chronicle            29
th

 August 1857 
 
AN INQUEST was held on Thursday, at the Coach and Horses, before S.S. 
Cory Esq., Coroner, on the body of a female child, aged three years, named 
Gorge, whose parents left her in the house during their absence, when she was 
burned to death. The jury returned a verdict “Accidentally burned to death” 
and severely censured the mother for her carelessness to her children in      
general. 
 
 In 1914 the first official Charmouth Fire Brigade was formed. This is another 
story altogether. 
                                                                                                                               
        Peter M. Press 
 

 

 

 

Frank Coles outside the Old Commercial Inn (Wander Inn)        
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What Happens on Thursday Evenings 

 

      I don’t pretend that this kind of request comes in to the office every day, 
especially from such an exotic source. It is nevertheless, an example of the      e
-mails we receive at the office, albeit an exceptional one. The writer is an   Ira-
nian university student in his third year of English studies. I have copied his 
message verbatim: 
 
Name and date given 
Subject: A man from Charmouth  
 
IN THE NAME OF THE LORD 

 
Dear Sir / Madam, 
I am sending this letter from a southern port of Iran, which is called Bashihr. 
Recently a simple occurrence aroused my curiosity to explore about an English man from 
Charmouth, Dorsetshire who was buried here more than a century ago in Bashihr. He has 
now lain in an old churchyard in my town and as far as I know his gravestone was made in 
England. Since he was born in Charmouth, I thought I might manage to follow his trace in 
this towns records I am specially so much eager to discover if it is possible for me to find his 
grandchildren. The following is the exact words engraved on his gravestone: 
 

IN LOVING MEMORY OF MY DEAR HUSBAND 
GEORGE FREDERICK SIMPSON 

BORN 9TH SEPTEMBER 1858 
AT CHARMOUTH   DORSETSHIRE 

DIED 11TH AUGUST 1898 
ONBOARD THE S.S. RILWA 

 
This matter seems so interesting to me and I seriously need your assistance on this purpose.  
In the end I truly appreciate your assistance and I look forward hearing from you. 
Regards Ehsan. 
 
As you can imagine this communication presented a very interesting           
challenge. The first task was to refer to our sources, the first being the 1851 and 
1861 censuses to confirm the parent’s presence in the village.  The 1861 census 
verified this. His father’s name was Benjamin Simpson and his wife, Amelia. 
He was a lieutenant in the Royal Navy and there were two sons. The Charmouth  
baptism   records  show  that  George Frederick  was  born on  the  
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9th September 1858 as the headstone says. There were two sons, George       
Frederick being the younger, his older brother Benjamin Knighton Simpson was 
born in 1854. 
 There was another Simpson in the village at that time although no     
relationship can be made with young George. Her name was Elizabeth       
Simpson who lived somewhere on the Street, with her companion Elizabeth 
Mitchell. Elizabeth Simpson is described as a “Landed Proprietor” which meant 
that she was of a certain social station – she had money. The                         
relationship between the two Elizabeths is not clear, a ‘companion’ could be a 
relative, friend or a superior servant, probably the latter. One can only       spec-
ulate, as there was no reference to her age or marital state. Elizabeth   Simpson 
might even have been Lt. Benjamin’s mother. The two ladies were lodging with 
a Hannah Fowler. This was a dead end as far as the family was concerned. 
          The preceding was the gist of my reply to the young man.  I continued 
once again with more speculation. The evidence shows that the Simpson     
family were here after the 1851 census, appearing the only time in the 1861 
census. Lt.Simpson is listed in the Dorsetshire Directory in 1859 as being a 
resident of Charmouth. This is the last we know of him, The family simply 
moved away. It is evident that they were not here long. Lt. Benjamin was      
obviously a serving officer in the RN who had been posted to the village for a 
specific task. The coastguards had a gun on the west cliff at that date, (several 
years before the Volunteers Battery was formed), so that might account for his 
presence. Another factor is that at this time the Coastguards organisation was 
coming under the authority of the Admiralty. He could have been involved with 
the transition. 
 An even greater problem was and still is, finding out what he was doing 
and where was he going, before dying at Bushihr half way up the Persian Gulf?  
The first step was to find the S.S. Rilwa. Was he passenger or crew?  I have not 
been able to find a ship under that name. There is no trace of her in the P&O, 
Orient, Blue Anchor or White Star Lines of that period. It was suggested that 
the ship had been sold and renamed. This search continues. If the Line and the 
ship could be found a wealth of knowledge would emerge. 
 First, the route and destination would be of interest. This would cast light 
on George’s presence aboard her. Was Bushihr a scheduled stop on the way to 
India or the Far East? What did George Frederick die of at Bushihr? Or did he 
die at sea? Was his wife with him, where did they live in England, who made 
the  headstone?  I  asked  the  young  man  if  there  was  a  name  carved on the  
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 back of the stone, wondering if Pussey Pryer had gone international – it was his 
practice to autograph headstones. He said that he couldn’t as they were  cutting 
a road through the cemetery. Isn’t this interesting. I would like to know if there 
are descendents of this Charmouth lad.  
 I think there’s enough to be going on with for now. In truth, I had a space 
to fill in this issue of The Village Echo. I admit that this subject was somewhat 
more involved than most, but it does give an idea of the amount of delving into 
sources that can arise in response to a simple question. 
      If any of our readers would care to comment on the questions posed -    
criticism, advice and questions - or even care to ‘take a crack’ at any aspect of 
this necessary research, they would indeed be very, very, welcome. We really 
do need other researchers.                
                  
      The Editor 
 

Early Summer Events 
 
Wine & Cheese Evening                     Thursday 19th January 7.30 the Elms 
 
Public Meeting  Dorset in the 19th Century  by Jane Firenzi Sheppard  
                                              Thursday 2nd  March  7.30 at the Village Hall 
  
Group Meeting Old Charmouth 11   Rita Whatmore  
                                                               Thursday 6th April 7.30 at the Elms 

 
 

Other Notices 
Subscriptions:  Another (gentle) reminder.  
  
 The Pavey Group year began at the time of the AGM - last September. 
Your Membership became due on that date. I am afraid there are a considerable 
number of dues outstanding. We have assumed that this is an oversight and ask 
that this matter be expedited as soon as possible. 
 Those members that are overdue have been notified by a note within 
their copy of this issue of the Village Echo, which is in effect a gratis copy. Our 
hope is of course, that you will hasten to send a cheque for £5 made out to the 
Pavey Group so that you may continue your family membership and receive the  
Village Echo. We’d hate to lose you.  
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         My Monday Encounter 

 
  It happened on a grey cheerless Monday afternoon in January 1986. I 
went into Braggs Stores to buy something for tea. Belinda was behind the coun-
ter and Margaret was busy about the shop and storeroom. I was looking in the 
freezer for inspiration –  
BANG! 
  A great crash was heard and the shop was full of thick dust, a shelf 
full of   condiments had fallen on my head and I was swiftly thrust by the large 
freezer from  one side of the shop and pinned to the units and wall on the other 
side. I felt great pain in my legs and cried out for help. Belinda was in complete 
shock and ran out in the street screaming. Margaret rushed in from the back 
room and tried in vain to shift the freezer. It happened so quickly and I thought 
it had been a bomb going off. 



 The shop was a complete wreck: goods everywhere, a wall demolished 
and thick dust everywhere; Maureen Banwell came to the door and assured me 
that help was on its way. The first people on the scene were Ron Dampier and 
Mr Williams giving me words of reassurance and carrying a jemmy-like tool. 
They quickly cleared away the rubble in front of me and levered the freezer 
enough to free my legs. My husband then arrived in a panic and behind him 
came the fire brigade, Peter Grinter first – with a large axe in his hand. I dread 
to think what he was going to do with it! The ambulance then arrived – half the 
village had now gathered and watched me being lead out covered in tomato 
ketchup from the shelf – which looked just like blood. Many gasps were heard. 
  What caused all this mayhem? An articulated lorry carrying animal feed 
had been coming down the Charmouth hill and the brakes had failed. In an    
attempt to forestall the enormous vehicle’s accelerating descent through the   
village and of the possibility of far greater danger, the driver turned hard into 
Lower Sea Lane - but could not avoid the shop. The cab struck the wall a   
glancing blow, but the trailer, having been thrown on its side, crashed       
broadside into the shop wall, strewing animal pellets all over the place. The 
driver was unhurt and luckily this happened half an hour before the young   
children came out of school, avoiding a major disaster. 
          I would like to think that this incident helped the decision for our long 
awaited by-pass; construction started about 18 months after my encounter. 
 
                    Ingrid Richardson 
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CLIST FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT LTD.  EA`S 
EAST WING, THE STREET, 

CHARMOUTH,  
DORSET, DT6 6RE 
TEL:- 01297 561006 

D.COZENS 

Removals 
Delivery on any item or Part load 

34, Bridge Rd , Charmouth. 
Tel: 01297 560773 

PATTIMORE 
High Class Family Butcher 

Poultry & Game Dealer 
 

All Local Farm Fresh Meat. Home Made 
Sausages, Cooked Hams, Pasties & Pies 

 

The Street, Charmouth. Tel 560757 

street 

studio 
Charmouth art 



Our Sponsors 
 

This list  is of  those people and organisations who have given most generously in 
support of the Village Echo and the  Pavey Group. 

Mrs Joan Pavey 
Vi Hares  
Jo Musk 

Mary Davis 
Ed Bowditch 
Richard Stirk 
Dave Burgess 
John Williams  
Vera Matthews 
Geoff Restorick                     

Charmouth Fayre 
Pat & John Stamp  
Gill & Roger Joye  

Jeff  & Carol Prosser  
Peter & Maggie Press 

Charmouth Companions 
Mallory & Pauline Hayter 
Francis Lock, Pharmacist  

Malcolm & Heather Bowditch 
Ray & Rosalind,  Stow House  

Ian & Alison  Shilston, Morgans  
James & Valerie Hatcher, Braggs   

Elaine & Rob Love, Villager Stoves 
Messrs Fortnam: Smith and Banwell  
Paul & Jennifer, Fish Bar & Seashells 

Dean & Marie Herbert, The George Inn                    
Peter Noel, Marshall Noel Accountants    

Caroline & John Davis, The Hensleigh Hotel 
Philip & Carol Mapstone, The Queens Armes   

Ian and Liz Simpson,  The White House Hotel 
Phillip  &  Jennifer Tritton,    Charmouth Stores  

                 Mike Smith, Frampton, Smith & Partners, Accountants 
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Plants 
  For  
  Sale 

    TEA ROOM & 
WALLED GARDEN 
 
OPEN EASTER TO 
      OCTOBER 

Ray and Rosalind 
The Street, Charmouth 

Tel :- 01297 561228 

MORGANS OF CHARMOUTH 
3-4 The Arcade , Charmouth, Dorset, DT6 6PU 

YOUR VILLAGE STORE 
    WITH A DIFFERENCE 

Hensleigh Hotel 
Licensed Restaurant 

Lower Sea Lane, Charmouth 
Morning Coffees, Cream Teas, 

Light Lunches, A La Cart Restaurant 
 

We aim to always use Fresh Local Produce 

We look forward to welcoming you soon! 
We're always happy to cater for your Special Occasion Meals or Buffets 

 

Reservations please call John or Caroline on 01297 560830 

Devonedge Hairdressing 
Ladies & Gentlemen's Hairdressing 

The Street, Charmouth. 
CALL IN TO OUR SALON OR 
PHONE US ON 01297 560572 

CHARMOUTH STORES 
Your 

PREMIER 
CONVENIENCE STORE 

Phillip & Jennifer Tritton 
01297 560304 



   

  

FRANCIS LOCK 
M.R. PHARMS.S 

PHARMACIST 
CHARMOUTH 

Developing & Printing 
Kodak Films 

Toiletries & Cosmetics 

 

       Tel :- Charmouth 560261 
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         BED AND BREAKFAST 
        Pharmacy House, Lower Sea Lane, 
                 CHARMOUTH, Dorset, DT6 6LH 
         Mary Davis – Tel (01297 560025) 

E-mail: pharmacyho@aol.com 
Webste:http://members.aol.com/pharmacyho 

 En-suite, Tea/coffee facilities, T.V., Radio, Hair Drier 
 

Always a warm welcome     -      Full English Breakfast 
                       5 minutes from the Beach  

 
CHARMOUTH  FISH  BAR 
  AND SEA SHELLS CAFÉ 

 

      NOW OPEN ALL THE  
     YEAR ROUND 

 

  FOR DETAILS OF OPENING TIMES 
    TELEPHONE : 01297 560220 

                       MACE 
                  J.R.W.BRAGG 
        (James & Valerie Hatcher) 
                                              for a 

              Friendly Welcome and  
             Value For Money 
         

                     Tel: 01297 560252 

  MIKE BOWDITCH 
  Builder and General 
   Maintenance Work 

 
       Tel : 01297 560129 

The George Inn 

10th Century Coach House 
Bar Snacks   -  Full Restaurant 

Real Ales 
Large Garden & play Area 

Dean & Marie Herbert 
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